
3-AXIS SKYHOOK &
DROP CENTER POSITIONERS

3-Axis positioners utilize center of gravity part locations and 3 axes of motion to bring big 
productivity to small workspaces. 

Not only that, but it’s all backed by our industry-leading warranty and proudly built with 
made-in-the-USA quality from the start. Designed to improve safety, ergonomics, and 
efficiency, our skyhook positioners are sure to maximize productivity and flexibility.

LOADING CAPACITY:

3,500 – 12,000+ LBS.

+ 3 axes of motion with 36-92”  
 of vertical elevation

+		360°	rotation	off	the	headstock

+	360°	rotation	on	the	hook	 
	 or	backbone

+		Allows	positioning	in	confined	
spaces	to	be	moved	while	loaded

KEY FEATURES:

CONTROL PLATFORM OPTIONS:

NON-PROGRAMMABLE
Our standard control platform features manual elevation and rotation controls for heavy, demanding jobs.

PROGRAMMABLE
Take your quality control up a notch with our one-touch automated positioning for maximum operator  
efficiency and process conformity.

INTEGRATOR
Bring automation to your positioning solution with our integrator model, built with the hardware you need,  
and nothing you don’t.

PRODUCTIVITY, MEET FLEXIBILITY.



ALM Positioners  /  8080 Centennial Expressway, Rock Island, IL 61201-7316  /  309-787-6200  /  sales@almmh.com

READY TO GET TO WORK? So are we.
Request	a	quote	today	at	www.almmh.com

Skyhook positioners provide flexibility and unlimited productivity. Combined with ALM 
Positioners’ tooling and integration partnerships means you get a total turnkey solution 
for your operation.

Elevating Skyhook
Designed for smaller weight 
capacities from 3,500-12,000 lbs., the 
elevating skyhook positioners are 
best for applications in a confined 
space that require an additional 
rotational axis complementary to 
elevation and tilt.

Drop Center/Headstock  
& Tailstock
For applications requiring an 
additional axis complementary to 
elevation and tilt. This solution has 
a higher weight capacity (10,000+ 
lbs.) than the single-column 3-axis 
Skyhook that requires a tailstock.

YOUR HEAVY-LIFTING LINEUP:
3-AXIS SKYHOOK & DROP CENTER

COMPLETE DEDICATION. COUNT ON IT.
ALM Positioners is dedicated to providing complete customer satisfaction. 
That means meeting our customers’ goals by delivering solution-based 
intelligent positioners with a service experience that is second to none.


